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ABSTRACT

Few biometrics can be used to recognize a person from distance without need for direct sharing or cooperation of that person, gait (walking behavior) is one of them. Walking behavior (gait) recognition includes specifying person identity by analyzing his walking style (walking manner). In this paper, a human gait identification system depending on extracted features, which are vertical hip, horizontal hip angle and slop of thigh. The first step of the proposed system is detecting the binary silhouette of a walking individual from the uploaded videos. Then, the gait cycle is allocated using aspect ratio method. Finally, the required features from each frame in gait cycle are extracted. Different image processing operation have been performed to extract the required features. The outcome of the proposal system reflects flexibility in term of inserting, searching, updating, deleting and matching. The proposed system is tested in terms of offered functions, human recognition and noise effects. The obtained results show the efficient performance of the system and high ability of covering the error caused by surrounding conditions. The system is evaluated using the matching rate with the threshold of 70%. The adding noise can degrade the matching rate, particularly for high variance values. This is because of the increasing of noise values that might be the reason of moving the object irregularly while capturing or unexpected changing in the effected surrounding conditions.
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1. Introduction

Biometric methods present primary role for all authentication and recognition operations as concerned with civilian and criminal investigations either for investigation aims or employing as a guide in a court of justice [1]. The problems related with specifying the identity of person depending on the witness's remembrance open the way for human identity specifying and identification methods build on biometric traits [1].

Biometric as a tool for automatic and dependable recognize identification represent a key role in monitoring, electronic passport, and observer list security. Latest years have showed important growth in the implementations of biometric identification, partially because of progress of technology, and partially because of security and person safety causes. In automated way biometric identification methods checking and specify the individual identity in the feeding image and video utilizing biometric features of person [2]. In different important implementation Biometric systems for human identification at distance have ever been an increasing demand. Many biometric methods, for example iris, palmprint, fingerprint, hand geometry have been examined and used in a lot of systems. Despite their popular implementation, these methods experience from two major disadvantages: process of matching is failed with low resolution images; pictures captured from a distance, and require user collaboration for precise outcomes [3].

Gait recognition includes identifying an individual by examine his/her walking style [4]. In [5], proved that the walking behavior angular measurements obtained from joint movement (fundamental hip angle, knee angle, ankle angle, have most of recognition power for walking behavior identification with a completed valid classification rate of 95.7%)

Recently, the using of gait as a biometric in human identifications and recognitions has been widely considered by researchers [5], proved that the walking behavior angular measurements obtained from joint movement (fundamental hip angle, knee angle, ankle angle, have most of recognition power for walking behavior identification with a completed valid classification rate of 95.7%). In [6], authors proposed technique for walking behavior identification, which was depended on estimated joint angle. The representation of walking behavior trait for movement angle of lower part and upper part of human body was explored (where silhouette is segmented into six regions and the joints are extracted) as well as joint angle was computed. Experiences were examined on CASIA (B) Database to prove that proposed approach can achieve an identification performance with high-quality. In [7], suggested algorithm that was used to chooses the comprehensive angles from top (head) to bottom (toe) of a person, in addition to calculate the height and width of that person. Experiential outcomes prove that the proposed method shows promising results.

Our method is focused on extract the features related of hip angle that are vertical hip angle (which constituted by thigh according to vertical axis), horizontal hip angle (which constituted by thigh according to horizontal axis) and slop of thigh. [8] tested the importance of 73 characteristic for identification. They discovered that, among the 73 characteristic ankles, knee, and hip rotations could be putted on a top 15 list. Where [9] state that the dataset of hip angle (upper leg) give higher average identification than the knee and ankle angle (lower leg) dataset.

2 The Proposed Algorithm

As mentioned earlier, the adopted features for human gait identification system are H_angle horizontal hip angle, vertical hip angle, and Slop. The user of the system can fill the personal information except its ID which added automatically by the system. The proposed algorithm consists of two main processes: Processing of image and Dealing with Database operations. The proposed algorithm steps can be shown in Figure (1).

A. Processing of image: This part includes the following:

Pre-processing: Walking behavior recognition system begins with the first stage which is Pre-processing. This stage is divided into four steps:
1. **Read input video:** This is the first step of handling images where we have to read the video sequence. Every frame is chosen as color image to be used in the next operations.

2. **Background subtraction:** It is the process of extract an object (human) silhouette from the background, which enables us to make our calculation on it in easy way. It is an important step as it is considered as the base for the next steps of the proposed algorithm. The background is modeled using the average as follow:

\[ B_t(x,y) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} I_{t-i}(x,y) \]  

Where, \( B_t(x,y) \) is the background image at time \( t \), \( N \) is the number of preceding images taken for averaging. This averaging refers to averaging corresponding pixels in the given images.

After the background model is calculated, the pixels of existing image are categorized as foreground pixels depending on the following:

\[ |I_t(x,y) - B_t(x,y)| > T \]  

Where \( I_t(x,y) \) is the current image at the time \( t \) and \( T \) is a fixed threshold.

3. **Morphological operations:** The prior step lead to number of binary image these images could be suffered from holes, closing these holes by use morphological operation closing and structuring element with size \((2 \times 2)\). After that we using median filter with size mask \((5, 5)\) to remove the noise

4. **Individual silhouette detection:** Until now we separate foreground objects from background, by using connected component operation for operation of detection, then remove all objects in image except one which is the largest object. The remaining object is the person silhouette and that is the goal of background subtraction process, then drawn bounding box to the blob that detects by connect component labeling. There are important notes have to be noticed about the captured picture: **First**, there must be suitable environment where its lighting led to take picture for person with no shadow, which can help to get accuracy calculation and **Second**, the video must capture by static camera; **Finally**, in this paper, we are dealing only with side view of person and normal gait.

**Gait cycle detection:** After we get the individual silhouette from the background subtraction the aspect ratio of the bounding box of the individual silhouette as a function of time is employed to decide the interval of the gait as follow:

**Step 1:** calculate aspect ratio of bounding box to all binary image that, outcome of last step: \[ r = H/W \]  

Where \( H \) represent height of bounding box, \( W \) represent width of bounding box, and \( r \) represent vector of Aspect ratio for all silhouette image.

**Step 2:** calculate mean of the result of step1(\( i \))

\[ \mu = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} r_i \]  

Where \( N_t \) is the length of \( r \)

**Step 3:** subtract the step1 from step2.

\[ V = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} (r_i - \mu) \]  

**Step 4:** calculate the standard deviation of the result of step1.

\[ \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} (r_i - \mu)^2} \]  

**Step 5:** divide the result of step3 by output of Step4.

\[ d = \frac{V}{\sigma} \]  

**Step 6:** apply moving average on the result of step5

\[ y_i = \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{M-1} (d_{i+j})}{M} \text{ if } i > 0 \text{ and } i < N_t - (M-1) \]

\[ 0 \text{ otherwise} \]  

**Step 7:** apply autocorrelation on the result of step6

\[ p_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N_t} (y_{i+j} - \mu)(y_{i+j} - \mu)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N_t} (y_{i+j} - \mu)^2} \]  

**Step 8:** get the first three local minimum in curve of aspect ratio, which is represent the period of gait cycle.
The gait cycle detection step specifies number of images perform single gait cycle (from one heel strike to the following heel strike). These images are used in the next steps. Therefore, we deal with number of image that perform on one gait cycle instead of all images that is reading from video.

**Silhouette segmentation:** After the silhouette is obtained, the segmentation for that silhouette can be obtained depending on [11]:
\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{y}_{\text{hip}} &= \min (y_{\text{sil}}) + 0.5 \times \text{high} \quad \ldots \quad (10) \\
\bar{y}_{\text{knee}} &= \min (y_{\text{sil}}) + 0.75 \times \text{high} \quad \ldots \quad (11) \\
\bar{y}_{\text{ankle}} &= \min (y_{\text{sil}}) + 0.90 \times \text{high} \quad \ldots \quad (12)
\end{align*}
\]

Where, \( \bar{y}_{\text{hip}} \), \( \bar{y}_{\text{knee}} \), \( \bar{y}_{\text{ankle}} \) and are subset of high which is represent silhouette’s height. \( y_{\text{sil}} \) represent the vertical coordinate belong to silhouette, \( \bar{y}_{\text{hip}} \) represent the start position of thigh part, \( \bar{y}_{\text{knee}} \) represent the end position of thigh part, and \( \bar{y}_{\text{ankle}} \) represent the end position of the shin. By applying the ((10) and (11)) equations we can determine the considered thigh part.

**Features extraction:** By applying the following equations, the vertical hip angle (angle between the thigh and vertical axis), horizontal hip angle (angle between the thigh and horizontal axis) and slope of that thigh are calculated to be as features. The position of hip is performed with [11]
\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{x}_{\text{hip}} &= \frac{1}{p} \sum_{j=1}^{3} \bar{x}_j + (2,-3). \text{high.} \mu. 10^{-3} \quad \ldots \quad (13) \\
\bar{y}_{\text{hip}} &= \bar{y}_{\text{hip}} (2,-3). (\frac{\bar{x}_{j}+1}{2}) \cdot \sin (0.3. \mu) \quad \ldots \quad (14)
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( \bar{x} = [\bar{x}_1, \bar{x}_2, ..., \bar{x}_p] \) is subset of \( p \) which is horizontal coordinates where \( \bar{x} = \bar{x}_{\text{hip}} \). Since \( \mu \) represents walking direction and it is zero for side view image as [11] stated, therefore, the equation (13) and (14) is modified as follow:
\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{x}_{\text{hip}} &= \frac{1}{p} \sum_{j=1}^{p} \bar{x}_j \quad \ldots \quad (15) \\
\bar{y}_{\text{hip}} &= 0 \quad \ldots \quad (16)
\end{align*}
\]

An enhanced hip pose approximation is acquired with a linear estimation of the thigh by the first order polynomial with coefficients:
\[
\begin{align*}
q_{t0} &= \frac{y_{\text{shin}}^{m} \times \bar{x}_{\text{hip}} + y_{\text{shin}}^{m} \times \bar{x}_{\text{shin}}}{\bar{x}_{\text{hip}} + \bar{x}_{\text{shin}}} \quad \ldots \quad (17) \\
q_{t1} &= \frac{1}{2} (\bar{a} \times \bar{y}_{\text{hip}} - q_0) \quad \ldots \quad (18)
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( \bar{a} \) is the straight line slope that approximates the edge of the area of silhouette belonging to the thigh, the area of silhouette belong to the shin is between the \( \bar{y}_{\text{knee}} \), and \( \bar{y}_{\text{ankle}} \), \( y_{\text{shin}}^{m} = \min (y_{\text{shin}}) \) and \( x_{\text{shin}}^{m} \) is the mean value of the horizontal coordinates at \( y_{\text{shin}} \). For side view image, the equation (17) and (18) is modified to be as follow:
\[
\begin{align*}
q_0 &= \frac{y_{\text{shin}}^{m} \times \bar{x}_{\text{hip}}}{\bar{x}_{\text{hip}} + x_{\text{shin}}^{m}} \quad \ldots \quad (19) \\
q_{t1} &= \frac{1}{2} (\bar{a} \times q_0) \quad \ldots \quad (20)
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, the vertical angle is calculated as follow:
\[
Va = \pi - \arctan (\bar{q}_1) \quad \ldots \quad (21)
\]

Horizontal angle is:
\[
\hat{H} = \tan^{-1} \frac{\bar{a}}{1} \quad \ldots \quad (22)
\]

**Dealing with Data Base:** This step includes five processes which explain below:

1. **Adding:** process of adding new record to the Human_id table where that record represents the personal information of certain person. We have to note that ID is added automatically, features table will be field automatically with features information after it extracted from the input video, and, fields marked with (*) must be filled as well as we have to choose upload video, after choosing video all other fields are enabled.

2. **Updating:** by using ID and Name we can apply the updating process on the contents of that record.

3. **Searching:** the process of locating a specific recorde depending on the ID and Name or just the Name.

4. **Deleting:** this process delete record from walking database using Name or ID.

5. **Matching:** this process is performed by extracting the feature information from the input video then making comparison operation with

all records stored in database as explain below. For each primary key which reference to *Human_id*, there is features that stored in another table with foreign key. The process is shown in as shown in Figure (1).
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3 Built Database

A walking database has been built to include two tables using SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS). The first one contains the personal information about individuals, called, "Human_id" that consist of 8 columns, which are ID, Name, Gender, Mother_name, Address, State(social state), Job, Phon_num, Age as shown in Figure (2). This figure shows the involved columns and samples of data.

The other table called "Features" contains the extracted features information for individuals that consist of four columns: ID, V_angle, H_angle, and Slop, as shown in Figure (3). This figure shows the involved columns of the table with samples of information. For each person, the ID is generated to be primary and unique to hold the identity of each person. Another thing to be mention that the ID is shared column between the two table in which the person with specific ID in the “Human_id” table have features in the “Features” table belong to the same ID.
Figure (2): Human_id profile table

Figure (3): Features profile table

4 Designed GUI

The GUI of the proposed system has been designed and implemented using Visual Studio (VS) C# environment. Figure (4) shows the home page of the proposed system which consist of five main buttons that are relating to the walking data processing: ADD, SEARCH, UPDATE, MATCHING and DELETE.
When user click on ADD button , adding form window is displayed, as shown in Figure (5). It contains two main buttons which is Upload video, and SAVE. The sequence of operations in that window is as follow:

❖ Selecting **Upload video** button that responsible for select the video to be processed.

❖ Filling the personal information fields manually (the user at least have to fill all the fields with *).

❖ Finally clicking **SAVE** button that allows the system to fetch the extracted features from the given video. After the images of video are processing by Matlab programming language, these features are added automatically to the new records of “Features” table (which keep the information of features) in walking database. While other information (personal information) is inserted to “**Human_id**” table. It is important to note that the **ID** for individual is generated by clicking **SAVE** button.

![Figure (5): Shows the ADD Form window of the proposed system](image)

clicking UPDATE button from homepage lead to display updating window. This window involves two main buttons (**SAVE** and **SEARCH**) as shown in Figure (6). At beginning, the user fills the fields of **ID** and Name and then he clicks **SEARCH** button to show the desired record. In order to modify record contents, the **UPDATE** button is pressed. This process gives the user the ability to change any field of the selected record in easy way.

![Figure (6): Shows the Updating Form window](image)
Search process is using to help the user of finding information about specific person. When the user select on SEARCH button from the home page Searching form window is display as shown in Figure (7), which contents SEARCH button and SEARCH FOR NAME button. The search process is done in two ways: Name and ID. The first one is the Name, where the user click SEARCH FOR NAME button which views text box to write the name of a user looking for then the system displays all records that near the name as explained in Figure (8). For more accuracy the ID method is adopted (just enter the ID) that show up only the record that has this ID.

The deleting operation is performed by clicking Delete button in homepage then move to DELET Window. This window has two main buttons (DELETE and SEARCH) as shown in Figure (9). First the user should fill the ID and Name fields then click SEARCH button this leads to display the desired record. After the user ensures that the appeared record is the required, he/she can now click DELETE button to remove it from walking database.

Figure (7): Shows the Searching Form window by typing ID

It is important to focus on the process of matching that can be accessed from homepage by clicking the MATCHING button to show matching form as shown in Figure (10) . This window contains Upload video, and MATCH. This form contains the Upload Video button which is active, while match button is passive. After the upload video is selected, MATCH button is activated. When MATCH button is clicked, the features of person video are extracted in Matlab file .The extracted features are used for matching with the already saved records of the same features of different. The matched record is appeared in the screen, or a message box is appeared (There is no matching).

Figure (8): Shows the Searching Form window by typing Name
Finally, the proposed system gives an authentication level with limited access to the database. There are three login levels: first level where the user (administrator) has a full permission. She/he can perform all the process that was mentioned above (Add, Search, Update, Matching and Delete). The second level allows the user to have a permission to perform all the processes except the matching process. The third level gives the user ability to perform the matching process only.

5 Testing Results of the System Functions

The proposed system introduces the ability of adding, searching, updating, and matching on the designed database, built using SQL server 2014. This is performed with employing two processes. The first process starts with uploading the videos to the Matlab2016b software for extracting the required. These features play as the main factors for performing the matching. The second process is controlling the database using designed GUI frames, designed using visual studio (C#). These frames deal with database by applying (Add, Search, Update, Matching and Delete) functions.

The adding function is tested by inserting information of 20 persons as explained in Figure (5). In order to examine the updating task, illustrated in Figure (6), Figure (1) shows the output of updating task where each field is prepared to update.
Figure (11): Updating window where each field is prepared to update

In case of searching task, we either select ID or name for searching. Figure (12) shows the output of searching function depending on ID, if it is known or name then the button of SEARCH FOR NAME button is pressed.

Figure (12): Output of Search window based on ID

The deleting function is started by specifying the wanted person using ID or Name, as shown in Figure (9). In term of matching process, Figure (13) shows the result of matching for person’s features with those stored in database. Additionally, Figure (14) shows the appeared message box of (There is no matching) as there is no record in the stored database can match the person.

Figure (13): Matching result window
5.1 Evaluation of the System

In order to evaluate the proposed system in terms of accuracy of matching and allocating the limitations. This can be done by adding an additional noise to the uploaded videos, in which affecting the resolution of the included images. As it is well known that the extracted features used for matching and recognition are obtained from a stream of images of a particular video. The normal distribution of the added noise is considered in this work with the noise type of Additive White Gaussian noise (AWGN). The AWGN can be calculated following the equation [12]:

\[ N_{AWGN}(x,y) = \sigma \eta(x,y) \] 

where, \( \eta(x,y) \) is a two-dimensions random variable has a Gaussian probability distribution of an additive noise that is characterized by its variance \( \sigma^2 \).

The generated noise is added to the original images of the uploaded video as follows:

\[ f_{AWGN} = f(x, y) + N_{AWGN}(x,y) \] 

In equation (24), \( f(x, y) \) represents the original image (uncorrupted image), \( f_{AWGN} \) represent the noised image after adding the noise of \( N_{AWGN}(x,y) \).

To show the effects of the added noise to the underlying videos (group of images), Figure (15) explains the noise effects on a group of original images with different values of variance as a histogram. It is well seen that the noise effects are increased with the increasing of noise variance (values of adding noise) and the normal distribution is clearly appeared.

The matching rate of the involved images is considered for evaluating the accuracy of the proposed system in terms of achieving the aim of this work. The meaning of matching rate is the number of identical features of the uploaded video and the saved ones in database divide on the total number of features. The matching rate can be mathematically represented as:

\[ R_M = \frac{M_{ch}}{T_F} \times 100 \] 

Where \( T_F \) is the total number of features of distinct videos, stored in the database. \( M_{ch} \) is the number of identical features of the uploaded video with the stored features in the database. \( R_M \) is the matching rat
Figure (15): Histogram of noise effects: (a) represents the histogram of one video frame without noise, (b) represents the histogram of a video frame affected by noise with variance of 0.03, (c) represents the histogram of a video frame affected by noise with variance of 0.048, (d) represents the histogram of a video frame affected by noise with variance of 0.05

Five case studies have been considered in this work to satisfy the expected probability of recording a video for specific person to be recognized. Result of one case study will be showed in this paper.

For person named as Abbess Ali, Table (1) shows the results after adding different values of noise variance.

The matching rate is 100% with variance of random noise of (0-0.03), since the values of noise is small and they do not affect the original images. This can happen in ideal case with offering the same conditions of background, camera type and the used software. The matching rates are about 94% and 88% for variance of random noise =0.036, and 0.04 respectively. This is the results of changing some of features due to the noise effects. Matching rates are about 76% and 65% for variance of random noise =0.05, and 0.055 respectively. When the variance of random noise becomes greater, there is possibility to get high difference between the original images and noisy images and as a result of noise effects. Therefore, the matching rate become less.

As mentioned earlier, the matching rate of 70% and above is considered for verifying the matching process. Figure (16) displays the system window of matching form with matching rate of 100%.

| Table 1 |
|-----------------|----------------|
| Noise with variance | Rate of matching |
| 0.03             | 100%            |
| 0.036            | 94%             |
| 0.04             | 88%             |
| 0.05             | 76%             |
| 0.055            | 65%             |
6 Conclusions

Different types of image processing functions have been used, such as background subtraction, noise removing and object detection. The proposed system included two main parts: GUI design with algorithms and database of the stored data used for recognition. The GUI design (using Visual Studio C#) involved numerous forms that perform the included functions used for extracting the features using Matlab software. The database was built using SQL server 2014 to store videos of different real people that were used for extracting features for each person. These features are vertical hip angle (which constituted by thigh according to vertical axis), horizontal hip angle (which constituted by thigh according to horizontal axis) and slop of thigh. It is important to know that the above features were considered in specifying person identity. Based on the work of this thesis, the following points can be concluded as:

1. At first from each frame in the input video a binary silhouette of a walking human was detected. Then, gait cycle was specified using aspect ratio method. Finally, the required features from each frame in gait cycle were extracted.
2. After testing all application function including add, search, update, matching and delete, these processes were performed efficiently in terms of many aspects of capacity, efficiency, and accuracy.
3. Matlab R2016b was used for image processing and feature extraction operations that dealing with taken video and visual studio 2015 environment (C#) was employed to design the GUI. These softwares were selected for suitability reasons.
4. The proposed system was tested throughout applying the offered functions that covered the introduced facilities. The obtained results showed the superior performance of the proposed system in terms of efficiency and accuracy.
5. An examination in terms of matching rate to the proposed system to evaluate the efficiency and specifying the limitations. Five case studies were adopted to test the proposed system against the effect of normal distribution random noise with different variance values, AWGN to simulate the expected changing in the recorded videos overall the process of the system.
6. The obtained results of matching rate
showed that the system can compensate the error happened from different circumstances. The limitation was occurred with increasing of noise values and the adopted matching rate threshold was 70%.
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